CONTACT DETAILS
Mobile:+989362898709

Mohamad Khaleghy
Senior Mobile Developer
PERSONAL STATEMENT
6+ years of experience in Mobile Application development using Android Technologies.
Extensive experience in design, development, and deployment of Android Applications.
Proficient with Kotlin, JAVA, Android SDK and various versions of Android OS.

Mohamad.khaleghy@Gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/m
ohmad-khaleghy/
Skype: mohamad.khaleghy_1
https://github.com/mohamadk

SKILLS
Android Studio
Android SDK,
Java,
Kotlin,

WORK EXPERIENCE & PROJECTS
Middleman Library
Middleman is a library for helping handling items in RecyclerView adapters with
better following SOLID rules.
It supports both simple list and paging list in RecyclerView.
https://github.com/mohamadk/MiddleMan

Tech Lead Android Developer
Gap Messenger – Jan 2019 – Present
Responsibilities:
I work on Gap messenger as a Tech lead android developer to help the Android team
to convert their legacy codes to new architected design, with consideration of best
practices and libraries that currently available.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.gapafzar.messenger

Senior Mobile Developer
TGBS co - February 2017 – Nov 2018
Responsibilities:
I work on Iranapps project that is an android market.
Maintain and refactor the legacy code, add new features, cooperate with backend
developers and designers to find the best approach to add new features. Help
other Android developers in the company.

Agile environment Scrum,
Git,
Room,
Realm,
Glide,
Picasso,
Xml,
Json,
Gson,
Gradle,
Okhttp3,
Retrofit,
Rxjava2,
TDD, Junit, Mockito,
PowerMock,
Lambda,
MVVM,
MVP,
MVC,
Dagger2,
Koin,
LeakCanary,
Docker,
GitLab CI/CD

I refactor many features in the app and upgrade target SDK from 22 to 28.
I work on reported bugs in fabric "crash report service" and increase the crash free
users to 99%
Work on App Compatibility with device webservice:
This is the service that checks compatibility between apk and the user device and my
responsibility was resolve reported bugs and increase the performance of the
service.

IranApps download link

LANGUAGES
English (Advance)
Farsi (Native)

Visa
I need visa sponsorship

Work on Code injector for Hambazi project:
The Goal was injecting code to the existing game Apk that company bought.

All games was free and anybody can use it my job was finding a way to injecting the code that makes the
games purchasable for our users. I wrote a library that automatically decompile the apks then inject the
purchase code then repackage the apk and signed again.
Work on Hambazi project:
The plan was create a new application with all existing features of iranapps project. but in the future iranapps
and hambazi become more independent from each other and may have more independent features. I
manage and design way to handle this in git and declare a rules that help us to have a code without
duplication and good flexibility in each module.
Hambazi download link

Android Application Developer
Sahapardazesh - Aug 2016 – Feb 2017
Responsibilities:
I work on a project that belongs to NIOPDC “National Iranian Oil Products Distribution Company”
The project was a dynamic form creator and navigation app for NIOPDC inspectors.

Android Application Developer
Radrayane - Dec 2014 – Jun 2016
Responsibilities:
The biggest project that we create was a check in check out application “Taha”:
In Iran as an employer, if you want to check your employees time that they came to the office or live the
office you have to buy an expensive fingerprint device, our goal was to decrease that cost. We build an
application that employees install on their devices and when they came to office application automatically
detects their entrance and when they leave the office application automatically detects their exit too. It
has other features as you can chat with the other employees and request to leaving the office from your
boss.

Android Application Developer
As a Habit - OCT 2012 – DEC 2014
I work with android as a habit and showable result for that two years is scientific calculator ahoocalc that's
currently available on play store and the special feature that's make different between this and other
calculators, is that you can solve parametric math problems in it. It means that you can have real variables
in it and not just constants.
Ahoocalc GooglePlay

Education
BE in Electrical and Electronics Engineering - 2011 (Iran Mashhad)

